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Coherent synchrotron radiation transient effects in the energy-dependent region

Gianluca Geloni,* Jan Botman, Vladimir Goloviznin, and Marnix van der Wiel
Department of Applied Physics, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherlands

~Received 12 February 2002; published 18 June 2002!

Coherent synchrotron radiation~CSR! is a well known phenomenon that originates from coherent superpo-
sition of electromagnetic waves by ultrarelativistic electrons. CSR longitudinal effects during the passage of a
Gaussian beam from a straight to a circular path have often been studied in a regime in which they are energy
independent. Nevertheless, the approximations used in such a regime may fail in several practical situations, as
in the case of low-energy injectors or for small-wavelength structures within the bunch distribution in CSR-
related instability problems. These situations demand a deeper investigation of longitudinal transient effects in
the region where the approximations above are no longer valid: a strongg dependence is found, and described
in this paper, in the rate of energy change induced by CSR during the transient of a Gaussian bunch between
a straight and a circular path, which was studied with the help of the authors’ previous work. Results show that
the overall CSR longitudinal effects, in this case, are reduced. One of the outcomes of previous work by Saldin
et al. was extended to this situation and very good agreement between the two studies was found.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.066504 PACS number~s!: 29.27.Bd, 41.60.2m, 41.75.Ht
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, electron acceleration technology
focused more and more on the production of very sh
high-charge bunches of electrons, which are expected t
used in x-ray self-amplified spontaneous emission fr
electron lasers. Similar beams are also being considered
production of femtosecond radiation pulses by simp
schemes based on Cherenkov and transition radiation@1#.
However, their production and utilization may prove difficu
due to collective radiative effects.

Consider a relativistic electron bunch moving along a c
cular trajectory. In the part of the spectrum where the pho
wavelength becomes comparable with the size of the bu
electromagnetic waves emitted by individual particles ha
small phase differences. As a result, they add up cohere
thus leading to a quadratic dependence of the intensity
radiation on the number of electrons in the bunch@2#. This
number is typically 108–1010, which explains the high mag
nitude of the effect. This will be referred to as the stea
state coherent synchrotron radiation, or CSR~see@3# for a
detailed discussion!. Due to the geometry of the system, a
in the approximation of a rigid beam, the distance betwe
retarded radiators and the present test particles~lying within
the moving bunch! is stationary.

In contrast to the above case of steady state CSR, in
beam optics system, like bending magnets, magnetic
canes, or others, transient collective phenomena also
place, where the signal retardation no longer obeys a sta
ary relation. The problem of a transient between a stra
path and a region of constant bending radius has bee
matter of active theoretical research~see, for example,@4#
and @5#! in the last few years, this subject being of fund
mental importance for a proper understanding of CSR p
nomena. Other more general works, both numerical and
oretical followed~see, among others,@6–17#!.

*Email address: g.a.geloni@tue.nl
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In this paper a very important result obtained in@4# will
be used, namely, an expression for the rate of energy cha
of an electron as a function of its position in a rigid bun
with a generic distribution function~and, in particular, a
Gaussian distribution! at a fixed position~that is, at a fixed
time! from the entrance of a hard edge magnet. This re
generalizes the outcome of@3#, which deals with the steady
state only, by covering the transient case too. Some of
articles cited above were based, in particular, on this resu
the steady state@12–15# or on both steady state and transie
cases@16,17#.

All these investigations deal with ultrarelativistic beam
in which the value of the Lorentz factorg is always above a
certain threshold, as the result in@4# upon which they are
based is derived in that approximation. Nevertheless, in s
eral practical situations, like, for example, the case of lo
energy injectors~see, for example,@18#!, we deal with ul-
trarelativistic beams for which the value ofg, in combination
with the bunch length and the choice of the trajectory, m
be low enough so that the latter approximation fails. On
other hand, recent research~see @13–15#! has shown that
there is reason for concern about beam instabilities indu
by CSR in storage rings as well as in bunch compressors
fact, CSR has been shown to amplify small sinusoidal p
turbations of the bunch distribution during the evolution
the beam: once again, one should make sure that the pe
bation wavelength~in combination with the beam energy an
the geometry of the magnetic system! satisfies the approxi-
mations above before using the results in@4# ~or, alterna-
tively, for the steady state regime, in@3#!.

These observations demand a deeper investigation of C
effects in such situations. In the present paper, and with
help of @8#, the problem of a Gaussian bunch crossing
transient between a straight path and a region of cons
bending radius in the low-energy region has been stud
The results show a strong dependence of the CSR longit
nal force on the Lorentz factor.

Further on, the formula in@4# for the rate of energy
change of an electron is extended in such a way that i
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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valid independently of the choice ofg, and it is used to trea
the same problem: a comparison between the two stu
shows very good agreement.

This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II a brief r
view is given of the main results of the small-angle appro
mation method proposed in@8#, and it is applied to a low-g
transient case. Then, in Sec. III, an extension of the form
in @4# to the g-dependent region is presented, and perf
agreement is shown between such an extension and the
vious results in this article. Finally, Sec. IV is dedicated
conclusions.

II. SMALL-ANGLE APPROXIMATION AND ITS
APPLICATION TO A TRANSIENT IN THE LOW- g REGION

An expression for the rate of energy change of a t
particle within a rigid, one-dimensional~1D! bunch with ge-
neric density distribution function moving along a gene
trajectory was recently presented in@8#. The expression was
derived by means of a consistent use of the paraxial appr
mation explained in Fig. 1. As explained in@8#, this approxi-
mation is applicable to a very wide class of trajectories.

Referring to@8#, and therefore to the geometry in Fig.
z0 is defined as the presentz position of a test electron andz
as the presentz position of a source electron; letDz5z0
2z and always considerDz.0, the contributions to CSR
effects from the caseDz,0 being negligible~see @4,8#!.
Then, always following@8#, the rate of energy change for
test particle can be written as

dE
d~ct!

.
e2

4pe0c2E
2`

z0
dz8$@C#1@R#%l~Dz!, ~1!

wherel is the bunch density. Here@C# and@R# stand for the
terms due to the Coulomb and radiative parts of the retar
fields, namely,

FIG. 1. Schematic of a particle trajectory in the small-an
approximation.
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@C#[
2c

~z02z8!2

3H 12g2@b'~z0!2n'#21g2@b'~z0!2b'~z8!#2

$11g2@n'2b'~z8!#2%2

2
11g2@n'2b'~z8!#2

F12g2n'
2 1g2~z02z8!21E

z8

z0
b'

2 ~z!dzG2J , ~2!

@R#[2g2
ḃ'

~z02z8!$11g2@n'2b'~z8!#2%2

3„@n'2b'~z8!#$11g2@b'~z0!2b'~z8!#2

2g2@n'2b'~z0!#2%2@b'~z0!2b'~z8!#

3$11g2@n'2b'~z8!#2%…, ~3!

whereb' andḃ' are, respectively, the dimensionless velo
ity and its time derivative at the retarded timet8 in the di-
rection orthogonal toz. Finally, n' is given by

n'5
1

~z02z8!
E

z8

z0
dzb'~z!. ~4!

The information about the retardation condition is automa
cally included in the expression forl(Dz), being

2Dz.
~z02z8!

g2
1E

z8

z0
dzb'

2 ~z!2
1

~z02z8!
S E

z8

z0
dzb'~z! D 2

.

~5!

A computer code has been developed in order to integ
Eq. ~1! at different positions of the test particle within th
bunch and at different locations of the bunch within the ma
net, obtaining, therefore, the instantaneous rate of ene
change of any particle within the bunch for different valu
of g.

Consider, as in@4#, a rigid, 1D bunch with Gaussian pa
ticle density distributionl(s) (s being the coordinate inside
the moving bunch! entering a hard edge bending magn
after coming from an infinitely long straight section. Th
bunch standard deviation will be indicated bys550 mm,
and the total charge will beq51 nC. In the actual simula-
tion the Gaussian beam will be truncated at610s/s, where
the distribution is understood to be centered ats/s50, that
is,

l~s!5l0e2s2/2s2
. ~6!

The magnet has hard edges and a curvature radiuR
51.5 m.

The rates of energy change of an electron as a functio
its position along the Gaussian bunch and at several posit
of the bunch after the beginning of the magnet have b
4-2



COHERENT SYNCHROTRON RADIATION TRANSIENT- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 066504
FIG. 2. Rate of energy change of an electron in MeV/m as a function of its position along the Gaussian bunchs/s entering a hard edge
magnet, as calculated using our approach. Every picture shows results for different values ofg. Parameters areR51.5 m, s550 mm,
q51 nC. ~a! 5 cm after the entrance;~b! 14 cm after the entrance;~c! 18 cm after the entrance; and~d! 25 cm after the entrance.
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plotted in Fig. 2. These positions cover all the transient p
nomenon, in which there are retarded sources in both
straight section and the bending magnet. Simulation res
for different values ofg are plotted in every figure. Thes
values have been chosen large enough to keep the sy
ultrarelativistic but at the same time small enough~in com-
bination with the bunch length and the radius of curvature
the magnet, as will be discussed in detail in Sec. III! so that
the usual regime of applicability of the formula in@4#, which
was referred to in Sec. I, is abandoned.

As one can see by inspection from Fig. 2, the results
strongly dependent on the beam energy. Wheng grows
enough~again, this statement will be specified quantitative
in Sec. III!, the energy-dependent region is abandoned,
curves in Fig. 2 converge to ag-independent behavior. Note
in particular, that the case in Fig. 2~d! already belongs to the
steady state regime: therefore it can be said that the stud
to now shows energy dependence in both the transient
the steady state.

III. GENERALIZATION AND COMPARISON

In order to describe, in the same situation presented
Sec. II, the rate of energy change of an electron within
06650
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Gaussian bunch entering a hard edge magnet, the follow
approximate formula is used in@4#:

dE
d~ct!

.2
1

4pe0

2e2N

31/3~2p!1/2R2/3s4/3

3Fr21/3~e2(j2r)2/22e2(j24r)2/2!

1E
j2r

j dj8

~j2j8!1/3

d

dj8
e2j82/2G , ~7!

where j5s/s, r5Rf3/24s, and f is an angle fixing the
position of the bunch inside the magnet~see Fig. 3!.

It is worth underlining, once again, the importance of E
~7!, which ~in its generalized form for any bunch densi
distribution function! has been used as a basis for seve
CSR analysis and computations~see@12–17#!.

Equation~7! is completely independent ofg, as one can
easily realize by inspection. A comparison between the
sults that one can obtain by direct integration of Eq.~7!
~these results are well known, and presented in@4#! and the
results obtained in this paper for the caseg5320 ~repro-
duced also in Fig. 2! is plotted in Fig. 4.
4-3
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It was pointed out in Sec. II that the curves in Fig.
saturate, for high values of the Lorentz factor, to
g-independent behavior: Fig. 4 shows that they reprod
asymptotically, i.e., for large values ofg, the behavior pre-
dicted by Eq.~7!. The reason why the agreement is on
asymptotic lies in the approximations used to derive Eq.~7!.

Moreover, it is important to note that, as Fig. 2 and Fig
directly show, an acritical use of the energy-independent
~7! may lead to an overestimation of all CSR longitudin
effects in the energy-dependent regime.

In the following, the hypothesis upon which Eq.~7!, taken
from @4#, was built will be briefly reviewed. By considerin
the transient phenomenonin toto, that is, up to saturation to
the steady state regime~when all the retarded sources are
the bend!, it has been implicitly assumed that the bendi

FIG. 3. Geometry for the present position of a test particleT and
the retarded position of a source particleS. ~a! S is on the straight
line. ~b! S is in the bend.
06650
e

q.
l

magnet is long enough to allow the entire bunch to en
such a regime. In addition to this assumption, Eq.~7! was
derived, in@4#, when the following condition is met:

R

g3

dl~s!

ds
!l~s!. ~8!

This basically means that the bunch length is much lar
thanR/g3. For a Gaussian beam with characteristic lengths,
Eq. ~8! can be written as

g@S Rs

s2D 1/3

. ~9!

Taking s.s this meansg@30.
Moreover, always in@4#, the Gaussian beam is treated a

superposition of bunches with rectangular density distri
tion satisfying the following condition:

f̂b@1, ~10!

wheref̂b is defined by the retardation condition

f̂b

2
1

f̂b3

24
5

g3

R
l b , ~11!

wherel b is the bunch length. When Eq.~10! is satisfied, Eq.
~11! reads
f
e

FIG. 4. Comparison between analytical results from literature@4# and our results shown in Fig. 2 forg5320. Rate of energy change o
an electron in MeV/m as a function of its position along the Gaussian bunchs/s entering a hard edge magnet. Parameters arR
51.5 m, s550 mm, andq51 nC. The plots areg independent.~a! 5 cm after the entrance.~b! 14 cm after the entrance.~c! 18 cm after
the entrance.~d! 25 cm after the entrance.
4-4
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S 24g3l b

R D 1/3

@1 ~12!

or

g@S R

24l b
D 1/3

. ~13!

Taking l b.s, this meansg@10.
From the previous discussion it follows, as a conclusi

that Eq.~8! and Eq.~10! set a lower limit@expressed explic-
itly by Eq. ~9! and Eq.~13!# to the values ofg above which
Eq. ~7! is valid. Note that this limit is in agreement with th
fact that simulation results approach the analytical expe
tion in @4# for high values ofg, as was already discusse
above in this section.

As one more comment, remember that recent rese
~see @13–15#! has shown that there is reason for conce
about beam instabilities induced by CSR in storage rings
well as in bunch compressors. In fact, CSR has been sh
to amplify small sinusoidal perturbations of the bunch dis
bution during the evolution of the beam in magnetic syste
in all these cases, one should make sure that the perturb
wavelength~in combination with the beam energy and t
geometry of the magnetic system! satisfies Eq.~8! and Eq.
~10! before actually using an energy-independent wake
describe CSR effects.

An extension of Eq.~7! will now be sought that is valid
regardless of whether such conditions are met, with the
tent of comparing it with the results in Fig. 2. In order to d
this consider first Fig. 3, and the equations, also derived
@4#, for the rate of energy change of a test particleT at some
point in the bend due to the interaction with source partic
S whose retarded positions are in the straight line before
bend:

dE
d~ct!

5
2e2gl0

4pe0RE
0

`

dŷH ~f̂1 ŷ!21f̂3~3f̂/41 ŷ!

@~f̂1 ŷ!21f̂4/4#2

2
~f̂1 ŷ!21f̂4/4

@~f̂1 ŷ!21~f̂3/12!~f̂/41 ŷ!#2J , ~14!
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dE
d~ct!

5
2e2gl0

4pe0RE
0

f̂
dûS 11

û2

4
D H û2/421

2~11û2/4!3

1
1

û2 F 113û2/4

~11û2/4!3
2

1

~11û2/12!2G J . ~15!

Equations~14! and~15! are valid in the case of an infinitely
long electron bunch with constant particle density distrib
tion l0. Here, as in@4#, f̂5gf, ŷ5yg/R, and û5gu are
the meanings ofy, f, andu explained in Fig. 3. Moreover
always in@4#, we find the following relations, that hold, re
spectively, whenS is in the straight line:

~ ŝ2 ŝ8!5
f̂1 ŷ

2
1

f̂3

24

f̂14ŷ

f̂1 ŷ
, ~16!

or in the bend:

~ ŝ2 ŝ8!5
û

2
1

û3

24
, ~17!

where (ŝ2 ŝ8)5(s2s8)g3/R, and (s2s8) is the curvilinear
distance between the test particle and a sourceat the same
time.

By means of Eqs.~14!–~17!, the following extension of
Eq. ~7! can be written down for the total rate of energ
change of an electron entering a bending magnet as a f
tion of its position along the Gaussian bunch:
dE
d~ct!

5
2e2gl0

4pe0R H E
0

`

dŷF ~f̂1 ŷ!21f̂3~3f̂/41 ŷ!

@~f̂1 ŷ!21f̂4/4#2
2

~f̂1 ŷ!21f̂4/4

@~f̂1 ŷ!21~f̂3/12!~f̂/41 ŷ!#2G

3e2
$s2~R/g3!~f̂1 ŷ!/21~f̂3/24!~f̂14ŷ!/~f̂1 ŷ!%2

2s2 1E
0

f̂
dûS 11

û2

4
D F û2/421

2~11û2/4!3

1
1

û2 S 113û2/4

~11û2/4!3
2

1

~11û2/12!2D e2
$s2~R/g3!~ û/21û3/24!%2

2s2 G J . ~18!
4-5
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FIG. 5. Rate of energy change of an electron in MeV/m as a function of its positions/s along the Gaussian bunch entering a hard ed
magnet, as calculated using a generalization of Eq.~7!. Every picture shows results for different values ofg. Parameters areR51.5 m,
s550 mm, q51 nC. ~a! 5 cm after the entrance.~b! 14 cm after the entrance.~c! 18 cm after the entrance.~d! 25 cm after the entrance
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Note that the first and second integrals on the right side
Eq. ~18! deal, respectively, with retarded sources in t
straight line and in the bend. The correct contribution by
source to the rate of energy change of the test particl
given by the integrands of Eq.~14! and Eq.~15! weighted
with the particle density distribution@expressed by Eq.~6!#,
where the latter is evaluated at the retarded position of
source@Eq. ~16! and Eq.~17!, respectively#.

Next, Eq. ~18! is integrated, numerically, for the sam
positions of the beam in the magnet and for the same va
of g that are reported in Fig. 2 and in Fig. 4. Results a
shown in Fig. 5.

Note that the main features of Fig. 2~or Fig. 5! can be
explained, in the high-g case, just by inspecting Eq.~7!. For
example, the behavior of the maximum in the rate of ene
change, present in both simulation results~for g5320) and
analytical results~see Fig. 4! can be understood by observin
that one gets the maximum value at the right-hand side
Eq. ~7! whens5Rf3/6. In fact, for that value ofs, one has
l(s2Rf3/6)/l05e2(j24r)2/251 while the other terms ge
close to zero. WhenR51.5 m and the bunch is 14 cm insid
the bend the maximum is, therefore, ats.4s; when the
bunch is 18 cm inside the bend the maximum has move
position s.8s, in agreement with the plots. This explain
06650
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the evolution of the maximum in Fig. 2 for the high-g case
~or Fig. 4, or Fig. 5!. By inspecting Fig. 2 and Fig. 5, for th
case of lower values ofg, one can see that the peak is st
there and still evolving toward the right-hand side of t
plots, even if much less pronounced.

In order to get a quantitative evaluation of the agreem
between the curves in Fig. 2 and the respective twins in F
5, points have been sampled from every curve in Fig. 2
in Fig. 5. Then, for every pair of corresponding sampl
points ~referring to corresponding curves!, the differences
normalized to the values given by Eq.~7! ~shown in Fig. 5!
have been taken. Next, the root-mean-square value of t
quantities has been considered as a measure of agree
between every pair of twin curves. For every curve agr
ment within 1% has been found~this small difference is as
cribed to computational inaccuracies!.

The very good matching between Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 refle
the fact that the general small-angle approximation in@8#
was successfully applied to the particular case of a trans
between a straight line and a bend: in other words, as
pected, Eq.~1! reduces to Eq.~18! when that particular tra-
jectory ~straight line followed by a bend! is selected. Of
course, both reduce to Eq.~7! as soon as the conditions ex
pressed in Eq.~8! and Eq.~10! are satisfied, as they must.
4-6
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

CSR longitudinal transient effects from a straight to
circular path have often been studied under approximat
Eq. ~8! and Eq.~10!, in which they are energy independen
With the help of the method described in@8# the case in
which these approximations are no longer valid was
dressed instead. In this situation, the results~see Fig. 2! show
a strong dependence of the CSR longitudinal force on
Lorentz factor~both in the steady state and in the transie
case! and an asymptotic agreement, for large values ofg,
with Eq. ~7! ~see Fig. 4!. A conclusion is that, in this energy
dependent regime, the use of the energy-independent Eq~7!
leads to an overall overestimation of all CSR longitudin
effects.

The study proposed in the present paper is of pract
interest for low-energy injector design as well as in t
framework of CSR-related instabilities: in the first case o
considers ultrarelativistic beams whose value ofg ~in com-
bination with the bunch length and the choice of the traj
tory! may be low enough not to fulfill Eq.~8! and Eq.~10!.
Similarly, in the second case, when short-wavelength per
bations of the bunch distribution do not meet the requ
ments in Eq.~8! and Eq.~10!, one should useg-dependent
pl.

se

-

n

l,

v.

e
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wake fields in order to model CSR interactions. Further
vestigations may address these practical situations in a m
quantitative way.

The results were compared with an extension of
g-independent formula in@4# for the rate of energy change o
an electron@Eq. ~7!#, and very good agreement between t
two outcomes was demonstrated. This reflects the fact
the general approach in@8# perfectly succeeded in dealin
with the particular case of a transient. In other words, E
~1!, valid for any trajectory~under the constraint of the
paraxial approach explained in@8#!, reduces to Eq.~18! when
the correct trajectory~straight line followed by a bend! is
selected.
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